Press release
Big Mother is watching you: Mobile WiFi camera for monitoring
babies, dogs, cats or even mice / "Air2U Mobile Eyes HD" with live
view and remote control via smartphone app or internet and lots of
accessories included

Baby monitors go WiFi: For all those who are not only being monitored by
foreign and domestic secret services, but also want to keep an eye on or
record what is going on within their own four walls, Air2U now offers the
"Mobile Eyes HD" monitoring camera. The little camera records what is
happening in your child's bedroom, the garden or the living room onto an
SD card or transfers the video via wireless to a smartphone or the
internet. Up to four cameras can be installed and controlled at the same
time (quad view). The package, which costs just EUR 99.90, includes
apps for Android and iOS, the "Unieye" PC software and a range of
different holders and fittings.

"Mobile Eyes HD" from Air2U, a sub-brand of Aiptek, has a wide 100
degree view angle and produces good pictures even in low light. The
improved weak light functionality of the F2.2 lens and the automatic
exposure means you can see Teddy clearly, even when it is dark. The
square camera is fitted with a loudspeaker and micro SD slot for Micro
SD/SDHC/SDX cards with storage capacity of up to 64 gigabytes. It
weighs just 40 grams, is finished in gloss white and is just 48 millimetres
square. Its image sensor takes 720p HD recordings at 30 frames per
second with automatic white balance included. The focus range is 25 cm
to infinite, so the "Mobile Eye" with its wide angle lens misses nothing.
The built-in 700 mAh lithium ion battery with Micro USB charging socket
provides the power, for use in the garden or during a power failure, for
example. A power supply is included in the package.

"Mobile Eyes HD" has two wireless modes, "Direct Mode" and "Cloud
Mode". In "Direct Mode" the camera connects directly to a smartphone or
iPhone instead of to a router or mobile hotspot. The benefit is that IP
settings and configuration are not necessary. If the app supplied is
installed on the smartphone, it automatically detects the signal from the

camera. In "Cloud Mode" the user connects the "Mobile Eyes HD" to the
router or WiFi hotspot which then transfers the data to terminal devices
such as smartphones, notebooks or PCs via the "USTREAM" portal. The
user can then view the camera images from anywhere in the world
providing an internet connection is available.

The applications supplied are incredibly user-friendly. A smartphone can
be used to control the camera remotely, start loop video or photo
recordings or zoom using the digital 10x zoom on the "Mobile Eyes HD", it
can also view recordings or rotate images.

The handy "Mobile Eyes HD" camera from Air2U is now available for a
recommended retail price of EUR 99.90. The package contains a power
supply, a universal base, a magnetic holder, a holding strap including a
clip, a tripod mount, a clip mount, a USB cable, a CD and a quick start
guide.

About "air2U"
The "air2U" business unit has been part of consumer electronics supplier
Aiptek for 9 years. From the outset, the brand focused on the
development of Bluetooth products. air2u Bluetooth headsets, hands-free
kits and loudspeakers have been available since 2005. "air2U" is now
back in the market with a motto of "Life is wireless", selling various
Bluetooth loudspeakers, healthcare products and wireless SSD storage
media.
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